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Abstract— In this paper; we proposed a new kind of 

Mathematical tool based for analysis of Game theoretical 

model that can be used to setup strategies and planning to 

maintain the privacy of message in a field of Networking. In 

view of its important, we need to give a mathematical model 

by using game theory concept. This paper is concern with a 

conflict interaction between sender and hacker in unfriendly 

atmosphere. Security Game theory play very important role 

in communication between defender (sender) and attackers 

(hacker) in security setting. In order to target or minimize 

attacks it is very important to figure out the numerous and 

unlike threats that cause risks to security, the corresponding 

techniques that can be used to compromise security controls 

Our paper provides a platform to maximize the probability of 

security of message and give game value.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Security Game theory play very important role in 

communication between defender and attackers in security 

setting. In Security Game theory we assume that it will give 

better pay-off if defender covers all targets as compare to 

leaving it uncovered and attackers attack to all uncovered 

target. The foundation of security game theory depends upon 

finite number of resources that do help to defender to set all 

targets and attackers will able to get defender’s strategies to 

attack with proper planning and strategy. Now a day security 

is a critical and major challenge for a society. Network 

security,Data security policies (access control and integrity) 

is very important for us to maintain the privacy between 

sender and receiver. Whatever we send the message from one 

mailing account to another mailing account, Is it safe from 

hacker from security point of view. There is many 

mathematical concept namely coding-decoding matrix, 

inverse of matrix that uses to solve this problem. But in this 

paper we focus on mathematical modeling of game theory to 

develop a strong relationship of trust by using the concept of 

Game theory.  

II. ANALYSIS OF NETWORK SECURITY AND THEIR PRIVACY 

Game theory gives a mathematical tool (Two person zero sum 

game) that describes the conflict situations of players. 

Messenger (P1) has two choices (strategies L, M) with the 

help of which he codes the message and maintains the 

privacy. Similarly Hacker (P2) has also two choices 

(strategies P, Q) for each choice of player 1; with the help of 

which player 2 can decode the message and destroy the 

privacy. Payoff for player P1 = Aij = number of coded 

message and Payoff for player P2 = -Aij = number of decoded 

message. I.e. if P1 use strategy i to code message and P2 use 

strategy j to decode message, then payoff for P1 = Aij, where 

i = L, M and j = P, Q. 

The Payoff matrix ‘A’ is 

P1                                           P2 P Q 

L A11 A12 

M A21 A22 

Table 1: 

Choice        number of coding or decoding message 

LP                 1 message coding by P1 

LQ                3 message coding by P1 

MP                7 message coding by P1 

MQ               5 message decoding by P2 

We solve this game by Arithmetic method 

P1            P2 P Q 

L A11=1 A12 = 3 

M A21=7 A22= -5 

Table 2: 

Let  p=probability that P1 use strategy L 

       q= probability that P2 use strategy P 

     1-p= probability that P1 use strategy M 

     1-q= probability that P2 use strategy Q 

If player P1 select strategy L and player P2 select the 

option with the probability p and 1-p, then according to given 

payoffs matrix, expected pay-off to player P1 =  1 (probability 

of player P1 selecting strategy L) + 7(probability of player P1 

selecting strategy M)  

= p + 7 (1 - p)  

= p + 7 – 7 p  

= 7- 6p. 

If player P1 select strategy M, then expected pay-off to player 

P1 will be 3× (probability of player P1 selecting strategy L) 

+ (-5)× (probability of player P1 selecting strategy M)  

= 3p – 5 × (1–p)  

= 3p–5 + 5p  

= 8p–5. 

The probability should be such that expected pay-

offs under both condition will be equal. 

               i.e. 7– 6p = 8p – 5  

               Or, p = 6/7  

              and 1–p = 1–6/7  

                           = 1/7. 

Thus player P1 selects strategy L with probability 

6/7or 86% and select strategy M with probability 1/7 or 14%. 

Similarly, If player P2 select strategy P, and player P1 select 

the option with the probability q and 1-q, then according to 

given payoffs matrix, expected pay-off to player 

P2=1×(probability of player P2 selecting strategy P) + 

3×(probability of player P2 selecting strategy Q)  

= q + 3(1–q)  

= q + 3 – 3q  

= 3 – 2q. 
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If player P2 select strategy Q, then expected pay-off 

to player P2 will be 7× (probability of player P2 selecting 

strategy P) + (–5)× (probability of player P2 selecting strategy 

Q)  

= 7q – 5× (1–q)  

= 7q – 5 + 5q  

= 12q – 5. 

The probability should be such that expected pay-

offs under both condition will be equal. 

                i.e.3 – 2q = 12q – 5  

                Or, q = 4/7  

                and 1 – q = 1 – 4/7  

                               = 3/7. 

Thus player P2 selects strategy P with probability 

4/7 or 57% and select strategy M with probability 3/7 or 43%. 

Therefore, Optimal strategy for P1 is (6/7, 1/7) and 

Optimal strategy for P2 is (4/7, 3/7). 

P1         P2 P(q=4/7) Q(1-q=3/7) Minimum 

L(p=6/7) 1 3 1 

M(1-p=1/7) 7 -5 -5 

Maximum 7 3  

Table 3: 

And Game value is = (Expected gain to player P1 

when player P2 uses strategy L)×(Probability player P2 uses 

strategy P) + (Expected gain to player P1 when player P2 uses 

strategy M)×(Probability player P2 uses strategy Q) 

= [1×(1/7) +7×(6/7)](4/7)+[3×(1/7)-5×(6/7)](3/7) 

= [1/7+42/7] (4/7) + [3/7-30/7] (3/7) 

= (43/7) × (4/7) + (-27/7) × (3/7) 

= (172/49)-(81/49) 

=91/49 

=13/7. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The  Conclusion  of  this  paper  is  that  Game  theory  gives  

a  mathematical approach  to prepare Game theoretical model 

to maintain the privacy of message. Above mathematical 

approach gives an idea about the probability of selecting of 

strategy by each player. One player (sender) will try to 

maximize the probability to maintain the privacy of message 

if second player (hacker) become fail in his strategy and if 

player 2 (hacker) become success to hack then message then 

player 1(sender) will try to minimize his loss. 
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